
Moderate caution is our 

position post-Brexit 

B 
rexit or not, our concern about markets is that there could be several years of        

uncertainty surrounding its resolution. Uncertainty is the bane of stock markets and 

accordingly, returns will be challenged. 

We look at Brexit as a political decision with  important economic implications. We see       

Britain’s economy slowing as a result. Capital investment will dry up, job growth will slow and 

real estate, commercial and residential, will be challenged even with low interest rates.     

Business leaders simply will not risk large sums on long-term investments without greater  

certainty. Great Britain may well roll into recession next year. This in turn will weigh on the 

eurozone, which is already growing only modestly. 

I know there are many courses 

from here that Britain and   

Europe can take and that there 

may be no Brexit in the end. 

(The vote was technically    

non-binding, but the likelihood 

of the will of the voters being 

overturned is very, very slim.) 

Still the uncertainty that      

surrounds its execution will 

linger, challenging economies 

as well as markets.  

We are going to take a course 

of moderate caution at this point. We have sold a position in our European investment and 

moved the proceeds to cash. Going forward, we plan to maintain the cash position between 5 

and 10 percent, or about double the levels from the past few years. Our European/Great    

Britain investments will remain relatively low until the many issues are resolved.   

America remains the engine of the financial world, and as such, we are comfortable carrying 

an overweighted position here. But remember, equities in the eurozone and Britain are quite 

cheap when compared to the U.S. With a settling of the Brexit issue, they could quickly      

become attractive. 
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 Uncertainty is the 
bane of stock 
markets, and the 
Brexit vote has  
created a great 

deal. 

 We plan to   
maintain a 5 to 
10 percent cash 
position in lieu of   
higher-level    
positions in    
European             
investments until 
the Brexit is    

resolved. 

 Brexit effect on 
U.S. economy is 

seen as minimal. 

 Energy industry 
is expected to 
show major profit 
upturn later this 

year. 

Years of uncertainty remain for UK, markets 

The value of the U.S. Dollar,     

according to the U.S. Dollar Index, 

remained consistent between early 

2015 and early 2016, compared to 

earlier periods. 
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About                           

Filbrandt & Company 

Filbrandt & Company is a 

diversified financial       

services organization that 

serves clients in          

academia nationally,   

assisting them with      

retirement planning,    

estate planning, and asset 

management services.  

Our advisers have      

specific and in-depth 

knowledge about         

university employee    

benefit programs and  

retirement plans.  
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U. S. Earnings Prospects 

Early this year, we postulated an important earnings pick-up occurring late in 2016. Are we on 

track for that and what impact will Brexit have? We don’t foresee a major impact from Brexit on 

this country — a reduction in GDP of maybe a fraction of 1 percent. Our customers in Britain 

and Europe are probably a little dazed and confused, but will continue servicing their ongoing 

business and doing business with their U. S. partners. So we see only a small impact initially. 

Earnings for U.S. multinationals, meanwhile, are beginning to turn up. A stable dollar has been 

the catalyst. Although currencies —  particularly the British pound — have been volatile recently, 

comparisons remain largely favorable for a U.S. earnings improvement. 

The energy industry may show an upturn in the upcoming third quarter. Average oil prices are 

almost double the low point from late 2015 and early 2016. While not all energy companies will 

be profitable, most will. And the industry will be profitable as a whole. 

Value vs. Growth 

We made an important equity fund style shift during the first half of 2016. 

Since the beginning of the bull market in 2009 we have favored growth companies because of 

their ability to create their 

own growth in an other-

wise sluggish economy. 

The strategy was correct, 

with companies like       

Amazon and Google 

leading the way. Value 

funds which favor       

mature, old-line blue-chip 

companies have         

performed poorly.           

Consequently, their 

shares have become    

relatively cheap by   

comparison. We believe 

it is time to take advantage of this opportunity and re-emphasize this cheap but high-quality side 

of the market. 

This shift seems to be working in our favor. Energy, raw materials, mining, utilities and telecom 

companies are performing well. These sectors are important to value funds. 

Fixed Income and Our Bird in the Hand Strategy* 

Our strategy is focused on safety and the avoidance of risk, but at the same time generating 

modest but fair returns. To accomplish this, we have anchored our portfolios with a substantial 

portion invested in TIAA Traditional. A stable value (principal guaranteed) product producing 

superior returns (3% +/-) with exceptional safety (AAA). This approach may not produce large 

capital gains in the bond portfolio when rates move violently and unexpectedly, but it will avoid 

unnecessary risks. Over time, we believe this strategy will win out, for risk-averse investors, 

generating satisfactory returns on a steady basis. 

* A “Bird in the Hand” strategy sacrifices a modest portion of return in exchange for an important 

reduction in risk. 
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